[Unusual associations of pattern dystrophies].
Pattern dystrophies are a group of inherited abnormalities of the macular pigment epithelium. They include reticular, macroreticular and butterfly-wing dystrophies. Several cases of pattern dystrophies associated with other diseases are reported. In one patient with reticular dystrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium this was combined with congenital hereditary deafness. Both affections were probably transmitted by a single pleiotropic gene. Apart from the typical reticular pattern in the macula there were atrophic areas that could have resulted from progression of the dystrophy. The two other cases were from the same family, one member showing macroreticular dystrophy associated with vitelliform macular dystrophy, and another a butterfly-wing dystrophy. These findings confirm the observation that different pattern dystrophies can occur in the same family and prove that such lesions can be associated with vitelliform dystrophy. The hypothesis is raised that pattern dystrophies and vitelliform dystrophy, although presently described as different clinical entities, are a single disease expressed in various manners.